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Factor investing (or smart beta) has developed into one of the hottest investment trends in recent years.  It has proved 
particularly popular among investors in search of a new investment paradigm, whether in pursuit of additional sources of 
return, enhanced risk management or tactical allocation strategies.  We caution, however, whether this latest repackaging 
of active management will live up to its hype in the long-run.  Although some trepidation towards more traditional 
investment management approaches may be understandable given the perennial active versus passive debate, we believe 
there remains no substitute for skilful stock pickers whose pursuit of excess returns stems from a bedrock of exhaustive 
fundamental knowledge of each and every holding.   

Background 

Passive investors, by definition, subscribe to the notion that share prices are generally efficient and that a market reflects 
the fair value of its underlying constituents by capitalisation.  They point out appealing features such as simplicity, 
scalability, liquidity and lower management costs as important benefits of investing passively.  Active investors on the 
other hand argue that share prices do not always reflect fair value and, by taking advantage of this mispricing, believe that 
they can outperform the market.  However, with the average portfolio struggling to do just that after fees, this has been a 
key driver behind the increasing number of providers promoting factor-based strategies to attract new business.   

Factor investing seeks to exploit security mispricing and offers alternative ways to achieve certain market exposure (or 
beta).  It typically entails weighting securities on the basis of one or more perceived underlying drivers of risk and return 
relating to macro, style or fundamental factors (such as quality, value, momentum and low volatility) to construct a 
homogenous portfolio.  Each factor is selected on the assumption that it helps to explain security behaviour and can be 
used to persistently capture a return premium above the market portfolio.   

Popularity 

According to FTSE Russell’s latest annual survey1, the increasing trend for the adoption of factor investing over the past 
four years has continued into 2018 with multi-factor combination strategies currently proving the most popular.  Nearly 
three-quarters of the global institutional asset owners surveyed have either implemented or are currently evaluating 
smart beta strategies, with the top three motives being return enhancement, risk reduction and improved diversification.  
Cost savings have also played a part.  However, according to Morningstar, while assets in smart beta funds rose by more 
than 30% in 2017 to hit a record $1 trillion assets under management, growth has slowed considerably in the first nine 
months of 20182.   

It is perhaps time to take stock and ascertain whether factor investing is delivering on its promises. 

Areas of concern 

A recent survey by the Index Industry Association revealed there are approximately 175,000 factor or smart beta indices 
being maintained by its member companies3.  This explosion of choice has created a potential minefield for investors as 
they get to grips with the nuances of a myriad of factors while timing exposures as they move in and out of favour with the 
market.  FTSE Russell found that only 28% of those surveyed believe it is possible for timing strategies to be successful and 
we sit firmly with the majority.  Yet, in spite of the difficulty perceived in successfully timing investments on a persistent 
basis (deciding when to invest in which factors), the popularity of multi-factor combination strategies appears to suggest 
that investors are still prepared to act contrary to that belief.   

To contradict the motive of reducing risk, there is a concern that explicit risks may actually be understated and investors 
should be especially mindful that when factors are combined together the inherent biases (and implicit risks) will be even 
more difficult to evaluate.  

The misuse of backtests is thought to be rampant in the smart beta playground, with the promise of attractive returns 
unlikely to live up to expectations.  Research Affiliates found last year that outperformance before a typical smart beta 
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index is launched virtually disappears once it becomes live because of data snooping bias and ignoring transaction costs4.  
Data snooping involves mining historical data in an attempt to identify patterns that help forecast stock returns and trying 
to post-rationalise these with economic or fundamental explanations rather than the other way round.  Another study led 
by Antti Suhonen around the same time found there was a 73% deterioration in the risk-adjusted return between back-
tested and live performance5. 

Investors must question how rigorous the factors have been assessed in the backtest and, consequently, whether future 
returns are likely to be as attractive as some providers are forecasting.  For instance, have trading costs been included?  As 
the popularity for these factors grows, the volume of trades competing for the same liquidity becomes more intense, 
leading to higher implicit market impact costs that eat into returns.  To what extent have such strategies outperformed 
because the underlying stocks have simply become more expensive rather than being successful at identifying those that 
are mispriced?  Plenty of strategies have yet to reproduce their enticing but simulated track records over a full market 
cycle.  As a case in point, while the 215 strategies included in Suhonen’s study had a back test period of 10.7 years the 
average live period was just 4.6 years – arguably, too short a period for a proper evaluation.   

Even if the concept of identifying factors to capture a return premium over time might seem a sensible and 
straightforward approach, why stop there?  Smart beta simply offers broad homogenised portfolios without the comfort 
of additional security analysis to determine the attractiveness of the underlying investments.  This sole focus on beta 
ignores the gains that can be reaped (or, just as importantly, the losses that can be avoided) from understanding the 
idiosyncratic features of each position in or out of the portfolio.  This appears somewhat half-baked. 

Most seriously, investors should remember that factor investing is purely a quantitative approach that relies on a 
continuation of the pattern of historic mispricing captured by the factors to deliver attractive future returns.  At what 
point might factor investing become a victim of its own success?  Investors chasing performance will inevitably push prices 
higher until the reduction in potential future return renders the associated factors redundant.  They would be wise to 
exercise caution and not be tempted by the promise of a repeat of the past.   

Keeping faith 

Factor investing may offer prospective short-term gains when fundamental stock pickers find it harder to shine, such as 
when share price correlations increase or when market sentiment switches between “risk-on” and “risk-off” as it has for 
the last few years.  Nevertheless, in the long-run, the potential pitfalls of this broad brush approach to active management 
mean that it is simply no substitute for understanding the merits of each individual security and expressing informed views 
as part of a true actively managed portfolio.   

Keeping faith with traditional active management to take advantage of the continual presence of inefficiencies in the 
market should be the strongest reason to spurn factor-based strategies.  Those inefficiencies fostered by the growth of 
passive investment should prove to be beneficial in this regard, as no doubt will the vast weight of money chasing the 
latest smart beta trend.   
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The information and opinions contained in this article are intended for general discussion and not a recommendation to 
act.  Past performance is no guide to future performance and you should seek independent investment advice before 
entering into any financial transaction. For professional investors only. 

This document is our copyright and may not be reproduced without our prior permission. 
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